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Abstract
The status of national minorities in Europe challenges many of the primary local-toglobal institutions. At the same time, no region in the world has progressed so far as
to establish a minority rights regime that seeks to prevent discrimination and establish
empowerment. Since the end of the Cold War, the focus on minorities in Europe has
been primarily on conflict prevention and resolution. However, since the EUs
enlargement in 2004 and 2007, the focus on minorities has become a subject of not
only of Central and Eastern Europe, but Western European states as well.
In other words, national minorities are a European issue. The way that the EU,
Council of Europe and OSCE have come to engage with minorities needs more
analysis in terms of its effects on how national minorities are situated within national
and regional contexts. The argument is that the focus on security and conflict has let
this minority rights regime towards management and protection over empowerment.
This workshop aims to look comparatively at the impact of the minority rights regime
throughout Europe, paying particular attention to European organisations, memberstates and national minority communities. The comparative framework is based on the
following questions: What is the relationship between European approaches to
minorities and the impact on the ground? How have the ethnic conflicts of the early
Cold War period shaped national and regional methods of ethnic management? And,
finally, more normatively, how can European organisations and member states move
beyond management and protection towards empowerment?
Outline of the topic:
'National minorities' are ethnic or linguistic groups that are a) self and externally
perceived as being different culturally and b) have either a self or externally perceived
historical connection to the territory of the state in which they live. Europe's history is
the history of minorities whether they be ethnic, linguistic, religious or otherwise. The
twentieth century alone witnessed large scale genocide, ethnic cleansing, population
exchanges and enforced assimilation. At the same time, Europe also witnessed a birth
in minority rights driven by these devastating events as well as a broader development
of a global human rights regime. The legal and political foundations of a minority
rights 'condition'. Europe's twentieth century approach to minority rights was confined
by the Cold War in that contested boundaries and states lay prominently in Central
and Eastern Europe and outside of a legal or political system founded on democratic,
human rights. The rest of Europe had largely come to a solution regarding state or
national minorities with protected status (Denmark, Germany, Finland, Italy),
consociationalism (Belgium, Switzerland) or national assimilation (UK, France),

wither many others left in between with unresolved minority problems (Spain).
Overall, the minority rights approach in 'Western Europe' can be summarised as
protection or assimilation, although the outcomes have been more varied in terms of
degree and volatility. In contrast, minorities in Central and Eastern Europe were
locked within a stasis, neither being able to challenge the authoritarian systems for
greater rights or status nor being willing to fully assimilate into a dominant sociopolitical culture. When the so-called 'prison of nationalities' was opened at the end of
the Cold War, the prospect for contest and conflict would be high, and so it was.
Following the end of the Cold War, Europe (its politicians, institutions, peoples,)
were forced to confront the 'question' of minorities that has been largely dormant or
even solved in 'Western Europe': what do we do with them? Tove Malloy (2005)
argues that Europe approached national minorities in three ways. The first was the
most urgent and was to stop the ethnic conflict in the former Yugoslavia and Soviet
Union. Addressing minority concerns became a way to prevent conflict and to resolve
it by engaging with the grievances of the minority, state and often kin-state. The
second was in service to democracy and human rights. The assumption here was that
minority protection was a fundamental part of basic democratic governance. Finally,
national minorities were seen through the prism of European integration. If the EU
were to expand, the minority question would need to be addressed satisfactorily to the
EU and member-states (although not necessarily to acceding states or their
minorities).
Within this process of stabilisation, democratisation and regional integration, the way
that Europe dealt with national minorities is summarised by David J. Galbreath and
Joanne McEvoy (2012a, 265) arguing that 'the European minority rights regime:
a) is not asking how can we improve the role of minorities in Europe but
instead is asking how can we reduce the chance of regional instability;
b) is trying to 'satisfise' rather than maximise the role of minorities in
European political communities; and
c) is pushing protection over empowerment as a solution to the ‘minorities’
problem in Europe.'
And it is this last point that we wish to bring to the workshop, where we seek to
problematise the relationship between minority protection and empowerment.

Relation to existing research:
The minority rights literature can be ordinarily grouped into three literatures:
conditionality, political participation and European international law. The
conditionality literature was concerned with two issues: a) institutional arrangements
for minority rights and b) the effectiveness of such arrangements. For the most part,
institutions like the EU, Council of Europe and the OSCE were examined to see how
minority rights could be promoted. This institutional arrangement itself is a step
change from the past where, as Jennifer Jackson-Preece (1997) illustrates, population
transfers and mass expulsions were seen as the key to solving the 'minority question'.
These institutions were seen as being a key part of promoting regional integration and
regional stability (see Sperling and Kirchner 2007) while others saw the mechanisms

themselves as being worthy but ineffective (Hughes and Sasse 2003). More recently
Galbreath and McEvoy (2012b) argue that effectiveness is constrained by not
necessarily the nature of conditions to be meet but more so the agreement amongst
actors at the international level and the politics of mediation and cooperation at the
domestic levels. Yet, this literature has refrained from making an assessment of the
nature of minority rights protection itself at the European level. The workshop aims to
close this gap in the European conditionality literature.
The political participation literature has focused most on the ways in which to
promote minority participation following conflict. Scholars like Brenden O'Leary and
John McGarry (2006), Joanne McEvoy (2011) and others have returned to Arend
Lijphart's work on the role of consociationalism especially in relation to the former
Yugoslavia (1984). This literature primarily focuses on the institutions of statebuilding following a conflict. The debates in this literature focus on the role of powersharing institutions in shaping minority and majority stake holders at the national and
local level. The debate focuses specifically on the nature of power-sharing institutions
and their ability to provide access to public goods while at the same time minding the
politics of ethnicity at the local and national levels.
The European international law literature focuses on three aspects of minority
protection: justification, interpretation, and application. The justification debate
centres around the legitimacy of providing special protection (self-determination and
collective rights) for minority groups that have experienced strong assimilation
policies in the past (Akermark, 1997; Castellino, 2000; Crawford, 1988; Donnelly,
1989; Felice, 1996; Franck, 1999; Galenkamp, 1993; Musgrave, 1997, Thornberry,
1987, 1991) . The interpretation of norms of minority protection centres on the
concept of minority rights as a sub-regime of the human rights regime and how this
may be operationalized in specific contexts (Ahmed, 2011; Baker, 1994; Fottrell and
Bowring, 1999; Freeman, 2002; Hannum, 1996; Jackson Preece, 2005; Lerner, 1991;
Suksi, 1998; Thornberry and Estebanez, 1994). Finally, the application debate focuses
on the technical implementation of protection provisions and standards (Bloed and
van Dijk, 1999; Lantschner, 2009; de Varenne, 1996; Henrard, 2000; Henrard, 2010;
Packer and Myntti, 1993; Pentasugglia, 2002; Phillips and Rosas, 1995; Thornberry,
2004; Weller, 2005). Common for these three debates is that they focus on minorities
as objects of law and state policies. In seeing members of minorities as objects, the
authors neglect the empowerment of minorities which is, however, provisioned in
European international law through Article 15 of the Framework Convention for the
Protection of National Minorities (1995) and the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities. Unlike
the political literature on institutionalized self-government for minority groups
(Keating, 1988, 1998), the European international law literature is unable to address
the actions of minority groups that evidence empowerment. Seeing minorities as
actors in society is required in order to determine the degree of empowerment
achieved through minority rights.
Prospective Papers
The workshop organisers are looking for papers that work within and across these
literatures that can critically engage with the relationship between minority protection
and empowerment. Papers MUST address Europe AND ethno-linguistic/cultural
minorities whether 'old' or 'new'. Vertically, we would like papers at three levels.

Papers can address the role of European institutions in promoting protection and
empowerment. Papers could also address the role of national minorities in the
political process at the national level, whether comparatively or a single case study.
Finally, we encourage papers that look at the way in which minority groups
themselves seek empowerment through the political process or alternatives to it.
Horizontally, we look for papers across the disciplines. Naturally, we expect papers
from political science/political studies and International Relations. Secondly, we seek
papers from cognate disciplines such as sociology, human geography, and history.
Thirdly, workshop conveners welcome participants from the field of law. Finally,
should interested scholars from other disciplines be able to engage with these subjects
and disciplines through their own perspective, we welcome submissions. Together,
the workshop seeks to address and contribute to the intellectual problems posed by the
way society and scholarship has approached national minorities between protection
and empowerment.
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